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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3186-Jared’s palm stopped only a few 
centimeters away from Xandros’ head. If Lucian had spoken up one second 
late, Xandros’ head would’ve exploded. 

“You have a deal. Release my son, and you can have the Divine Bow.” As 
Lucian spoke, he presented the Divine Bow. Jared’s eyes glinted when the 
Divine Bow was finally within his sight. 

Then, he commanded, “Hand the Divine Bow over to me first. Then, I’ll 
release your son. Considering you have an army with you while I’m all alone, 
I’m not that stupid to free your son first.” “What if you go against your word 
after I hand the Divine Bow to you?” questioned Lucian. 

“Do you think you have any other options right now? You have no other 
choice but to believe me. If you don’t, this deal is off. I’ll kill your son and hang 
his body on the walls to boost morale, spat Jared before turning around, 
preparing to leave with Xandros. 

Lucian hesitated because he didn’t want to hand the Divine Bow over to Jared 
just like that. 

Remus approached Lucian and said, “While Jared is powerful, he’s alone, 
King Lucian. He can have the Divine Bow first. I doubt he can pull one over 
us. After we rescue Mr. Xandros, we’ll commence our attack on the city 
immediately. The Divine Bow will return to us either way once we destroy the 
city.” Upon hearing that, Lucian gritted his teeth, then turned to Jared. “Fine. 
I’ll hand you the Divine Bow first. However, if you fail to keep your word and 
refuse to free my son, I will tear you into pieces!” Instead of replying, Jared 
slapped Xandros at few more times. His reaction to every instance of Lucian’s 
threat was to hit Xandros. 

Xandros cried in agony. As infuriated as Lucian was, there was nothing he 
could do. He couldn’t afford to since his son’s life was still in Jared’s hands. 

Seeing that his son was slapped again, Lucian didn’t have the nerve to speak. 

He tossed the Divine Bow toward Jared. Jared stretched his hand and 
grabbed ther Divine Bow. 



As he sensed the aura pulsing from the weapon, he was overjoyed. At last, 
the Divine Bow has returned to me! Gazing at Jared, Lucian asked, “I’ve given 
you the Divine Bow, Jared. Can you release my son now?” “Of course. I’m a 
man of my word. Now that I’ve received the Divine Bow, your son is free to 
go.” Jared promptly tossed Xandros toward Lucian. 

Upon seeing that, Lucian leaped into the air, caught Xandros, and landed 
back on the ground. Concurrently, Jared rapidly retreated back into the city. 
Once Lucian settled Xandros down, he roared, “Don’t think you can escape, 
brat!” Swiftly, Remus blocked Lucian’s path. “You mustn’t chase after him, 
King Lucian. There’s no doubt arcane arrays are installed around Imperial 
Beast City. 

If you follow him, you’ll be in danger. If anything happens to you, we’ll be left 
rudderless. I think we should stick to our plan of invading the city. Once the 
city falls, they won’t be able to escape!” Lucian thought about Remus’ words 
and found they made sense. Thus, he waved his hand. “Attack!” In an instant, 
over ten thousand soldiers marched toward Imperial Beast City. 

The invasion had commenced. 

Yuven, who was watching from above the wall, furrowed his eyebrows. 

“Everyone, ready for battle!” When Jared heard the enemy army was 
advancing, he stood in his spot instead of running into Imperial Beast City. 
Quietly, he gazed at the soldiers before him. 

Everyone was dumbfounded by his inaction, unsure of what he was planning 
to do. They couldn’t help but wonder if he was going to stop the army by 
himself. 

“Come back, Mr. Chance!” shouted Yuven. 

“Return to us, Jared! Quickly!” “Come back!” Quinley and the others shouted. 
However, Jared remained unmoved. He put away Divine Bow, summoned 
Dragonslayer Sword, and activated Golem Body. 
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indomitable aura, that was all there was to it. No one believed Jared could halt 
the advancement of the army alone. 



In response to seeing that, Yuven turned to Ivasha, ordering, “We must escort 
Mr. Chance into the city right now!” Ivasha nodded and commanded their 
army, who had been waiting to strike, to charge out of the city gates. 

Quinley and the others wished to join the battle, but Yuven stopped them. If 
anything happens to them, Mr. Chance won’t ever forgive me! After all, they’re 
all his women, the wives of Dragon Sect’s leader. I can’t possibly allow them 
to risk their lives: 

Ivasha personally led the army outside. Soon, they arrived beside Jared. 

“What are you doing, Jared? Why aren’t you returning?” Rage was burning in 
Ivasha’s eyes. I don’t understand why Jared’s standing here, but it’s 
dangerous! 

If he doesn’t go back, all of us will be buried alongside him! 

“Why should I return? Don’t you want to revel in the butchering of our 
enemies?” Jared grinned at Ivasha. 

“Of course I do! However, we don’t have enough men or power to face them. 

How are we supposed to win in a direct battle? Right now, all we can do is 
conserve our strength and bide time for the reinforcement to arrive!” said 
Ivasha. 

“Who says we can’t win because we have fewer soldiers?” Jared stared at 
Ivasha impishly. “Inform the warriors to prepare for war. We’ll teach Norwal 
City that Imperial Beast City’s soldiers aren’t to be trifled with.” “You…” Seeing 
that Jared insisted on standing his ground, Ivasha had no other choice but to 
face her army. “Everyone, listen up! Ready your weapons! We’re about to 
clash against our enemies!” A little over a thousand troops drew their 
weapons with an icy gaze. There was no fear to be found in their eyes, only 
murderous intent. They knew that, at that point, it was meaningless to be 
afraid. 

The only thing they could do was to give it their all in the upcoming battle. 

Lucian was excited when he saw his opposition only had a thousand soldiers. 

Thus, he roared, “Charge!” Jared gazed at Lucian’s advancing troops, 
muttering something. Just as his foes were only a hundred meters away from 



the city, Jared suddenly performed a hand gesture. Following that, the Power 
of Dragons burst forth from his chest. 

A golden light sparkled behind Jared, making him appear like an immortal. 

Following the sparkling golden light, an invisible wave of energy enveloped 
the space before Jared. 

Rumble… At that moment, everyone was bewildered to witness the countless 
beams of light erupting from the earth. Those beams then connected to each 
other at the speed of light to create a mysterious light wall. 

The light wall then rapidly enclosed Norwal City’s army, trapping them 
completely. 

“It’s an arcane array! I had a feeling there was one installed in front of Imperial 
Beast City.” Remus frowned. 

“Calm the men and order them to press forward. This is nothing but a 
defensive arcane array. It can’t hurt us!” commanded Lucian loudly. 

He believed the only arcane array outside of Imperial Beast City was a 
harmless defensive arcane array. After all, it would be difficult for anyone to 
establish a Death Trap Formation at that scale. 

Moreover, array masters were rare in the Ethereal Realm. If one wished to 
install such a large-scale Death Trap Formation, one would need an obscene 
amount of resources and spirit coins. Even Norwal City couldn’t afford 
something like that, much less Imperial Beast City. 

Thus, Lucian was confident the arcane array standing before his army must 
be a purely defensive one. 

The light wall began to morph continuously, as though the entire space was 
being cleaved by it 
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walls. began to spin. The troops trapped within the arcane array swiftly lost 
their sense of time and space. Then, they started wobbling before toppling to 
the ground. 



People began shouting and bumping into each other. As the situation 
escalated, many were stomped to death amidst the chaos because they 
couldn’t react in time. Upon witnessing that, Lucian tried to command his army 
but failed. 

The generals attempted to control their soldiers, too. However, no one was 
listening to any orders while the space within the arcane array continued to 
spin. 

“What is this, King Lucian? It seems to be a powerful arcane array instead of a 
defensive one,” commented Remus as he watched the warriors trapped in the 
array stumbling around like drunks. 

“What the heck is this arcane array? How can it trap so many people? I’m 
certain there isn’t anyone this powerful in Imperial Beast City. Did Yuven hire 
a high-level array master?” Lucian. knitted his eyebrows. I’m absolutely 
positive that Imperial Beast City doesn’t have anyone who can establish such 
a vast and powerful arcane array. Otherwise, they wouldn’t have been so 
weak. The only possibility is that Yuven hired a mighty array master, but his 
city has long been encircled. There’s no way he could’ve done that. 

Aside from Lucian’s army, Ivasha was similarly flabbergasted by the sight 
before her. The troops from Imperial Beast City all gazed at the arcane array 
in disbelief, their jaws dropping to the ground. 

“W-What is this?” Stunned, Ivasha turned to Jared. 

“I told you. Be ready for a slaughter.” Jared smiled. Bewildered, Ivasha gazed 
at Jared. How much resources did he spend on casting such a colossal 
arcane array? 

Meanwhile, those above the city wall were also staring at the scene ahead of 
them. Yuven was only somewhat surprised because he was aware of how 
powerful Jared was. Nonetheless, it was still his first time seeing an arcane 
array capable of trapping an army of tens of thousands. 

For one, an arcane array of that size must’ve been extremely complex. Even a 
high-level array master might not have been able to pull it off. 

Meanwhile, Jared was watching the scene before him unfold quietly. The 
soldiers enclosed within the formation struggled and stepped on their 
comrades while cursing. 



Regardless of their efforts, they simply couldn’t escape the arcane array. 
From an outsider’s perspective, the troops from Norwal City seemed to be 
drunk. 

They couldn’t even stand up straight. 

Seeing that the time was finally right, Jared turned to Ivasha. “It’s your chance 
to annihilate your enemies, Princess Ivasha. Do you even need to hesitate to 
face these easy pickings?” Ivasha shot a grateful glance at Jared. Then, she 
raised her weapon and roared, “Men, charge with me!” The army of Imperial 
Beast City bellowed as they advanced toward their foes. 

Though they were only one thousand men strong, their morale was high. 

way was up. 

A one-sided bloodshed was launched. Lucian’s eyes were burning with fury as 
he watched his soldiers be annihilated. 

A dozen minutes later, the massacre slowly reached its end. Tens of 
thousands of Norwal City troops had been turned into corpses. 

In fact, their bodies had piled up into a mound. The ground was soaked in 
blood as Jared stared at Lucian with a mocking smirk. 

Upon seeing that, Lucian was even more irked. Remus leaned toward Lucian 
and whispered, “King Lucian, I believe we should fall back and readjust our 
strategy-” “Like hell, I will! Today, I will cut down this brat and conquer Imperial 
Beast City!” Lucian roared. and leaped forward, crossing hundreds of meters 
in the blink of an eye. 

As he did, he aimed his fist at Jared’s head, eager to kill the latter. 
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totally unpredictable. This thoroughly frightened Yuven and Quinley, who were 
on the city tower. 

“Mr. Chance!” “Jared!” They leaped into the air and jumped down from the city 
tower, preparing to assist Jared. After all, Lucian was already a Fourth Level 
Tribulator cultivator, making him slightly. stronger than Yuven Yet, Jared was 
merely an Eighth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator now. Even if he could 



battle against someone stronger than him, it was still challenging for him to 
fight a Fourth Level Tribulator cultivator. 

Facing Lucian’s attack, Jared remained calm while instructing Yuven and the 
others, “None of you are allowed to assist!” If Jared didn’t have Divine Bow, it 
would be difficult for him to fight a Fourth Level Tribulator cultivator alone. 
However, now that he had it, he was fully confident. 

Yuven and the others froze. But since Jared had prohibited them from making 
a move, they could only stand aside and watch. 

“You’re too arrogant, brat!” Seeing that Jared, who was a mere Eighth Level 
Body Fusion Realm cultivator, was stopping the others from helping him, 
Lucian was furious. He’s clearly looking down on me! 

Lucian’s body kept expanding mid-air. In the end, he grew into a giant over 
three meters tall, and his fists also became enormous. 

As his punch struck through the air, a surge of shockwave resonated 
throughout the sky and land. An immense power erupted like a tsunami, and 
the beastly power within him. flared as well. 

Jared kept away his Dragonslayer Sword before letting out a cold shout. 
Then, he lept up and swung his fist toward Lucian. 

Though Jared’s body seemed utterly puny in front of the gigantic Lucian, the 
former was not afraid at all. 

Divine Bow was his source of confidence. Jared knew all along the reason 
Lucian used Divine Bow as an exchange was because Lucian couldn’t pull it 
at all and assumed Jared couldn’t either! 

That was exactly why Jared wanted to take advantage of this point and kill 
Lucian with Divine Bow unexpectedly at the very last moment. 

As long as Lucian died, his army would also naturally fall apart. 

Boom! 

A deafening sound echoed as Jared’s fist. collided with Lucian’s. The loud 
explosion caused everyone’s expression to change drastically. In a flash, an 
invisible aura started to spread out rapidly. 



Seeing that, Yuven hollered, “Fall back! Quick, fall back!” Many people began 
retreating desperately. Nonetheless, some soldiers were too slow and were hit 
by the residual shockwave, causing them to spit out mouthfuls of blood. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz… Jared pressed his fist against Lucian’s. The vast size 
difference between their bodies made the former seem extremely feeble. 
However, it was such a vulnerable-looking Jared who blocked Lucian’s attack. 

The two hovered mid-air while two streams of intimidating power continued to 
emanate from between their fists, warping the surrounding space. 

“No wonder you could defeat Mr. Quayle, brat. Seems like you’re really 
something!” A slight look of astonishment crept onto Lucian’s face. He was 
appalled by Jared’s ability to block his punch, but his gaze was still filled with 
arrogance. 

Even if Jared could fight someone stronger than him, he was ultimately an 
Eighth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator. As such, Lucian didn’t believe 
Jared could defeat him at all. 

Moreover, Lucian had total confidence in his robust physique. It had to be said 
that the beast race inherently possessed the purest physical strength 
unmatched by the human race. 

Sadly, unbeknownst to Lucian, the physical strength he was so proud of was 
something Jared would never lack. If they were to fight each other exclusively 
using physical strength, Jared could certainly beat Lucian to a pulp.. 

Jared was a Draconian-and a Golden Dragon, no less. When it came to pure 
physical strength, no one could be his match. 
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glance. When Jared unleashed the Power of Dragons earlier, Lucian had had 
his attention focused solely on the arcane array. 

The current Lucian was still unaware of Jared’s true identity. One had to 
wonder what expression he would put on when he found out about Jared’s 
identity later. 

“Not only can I defeat Mr. Quayle, but I can also defeat a demon beast leader 
like you effortlessly.” Jared let out a snort. 



“How audacious! I’ll show you the true power of the beast race!” Lucian’s face 
fell. Following a cold yell, the muscles in his entire body expanded, resulting in 
him growing even bigger. 

With that, Jared and Lucian’s bodies fell to the ground together, and their 
immense power caused the earth to start collapsing and cracking. 

In just a split second, a tremendous crater spanning hundreds of meters 
appeared and continued to expand outward. 

As Yuven watched the scene unfold, he couldn’t help but remark, “Sure 
enough, King Lucian’s power of the beast race is so much stronger than 
mine…” “Dad, if Jared fights King Lucian using only his physical strength, he’s 
likely to lose miserably, right?” Ivasha couldn’t figure out why Jared, who knew 
all sorts of magecraft and combat techniques, would fight against Lucian using 
physical strength. 

To her surprise, Yuven shook his head. “If King Lucian only fought against Mr. 

Chance using physical strength, it’d be the best. Mr. Chance’s physical body 
is incomparable.” Although Lucian didn’t know Jared’s identity, Yuven did. Mr. 
Chance has Golden Dragon’s True Form. Whose physical body could be 
stronger than his? 

Rumble! 

Lucian was still unleashing his strength endlessly, causing the earth to roar 
continuously. 

Contrarily, Jared stood firm with a fist pressed against Lucian’s, his face 
showing no signs of emotions. No matter how much strength Lucian 
unleashed, Lucian couldn’t make Jared move an inch. The puny-looking Jared 
now stood as immovable as an imposing mountain.. 

“Is this actually your real beastly power? This is the physical strength that 
you’re so proud of?” he mocked. 

Lucian’s brow furrowed a little. While he hadn’t unleashed all of his power, the 
force he exerted alone could likely make even Yuven take a few steps back. 
Yet, Jared stood unwavering. 

Just as Lucian was confounded, Jared made a sudden move. 



The latter’s body leaped into the air, and his pure physical strength burst forth. 

There were no traces of spiritual energy or technique involved, nor did he use 
the Power of Dragons and his nascence power. 

Jared executed a swift spin mid-air, channeling his strength at that very 
moment. Then, he launched a powerful kick straight at Lucian. 

Seeing that, Lucian crossed his arms and positioned his fists in front of his 
body. 

He was absolutely confident about fighting against others using his physical 
strength, so he did not dodge the attack at all. 

Boom! 

Jared landed a formidable kick on Lucian’s arms. 

In a trice, Lucian’s colossal body was propelled into the air like a shooting star 
before crashing heavily onto the ground, stirring up a cloud of dust. A straight 
trench emerged, formed by the impact of his body. 

“How… could this happen?” Remus was flabbergasted, unable to 
comprehend how Lucian was sent flying by a brat who was only an Eighth 
Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator. 

Even though I’ve experienced Jared’s power first- hand, it was because he 
tricked me, and I was being too careless! But this time, he didn’t use any tricks 
and only utilized his pure strength. This is too unbelievable! 

Lucian’s body was sent flying a considerable distance before coming to a halt. 

When he slowly got back to his feet again, his expression had already 
contorted into a grimace. 

It was impossible for him not to get angry after being kicked away by a lowly 
Body Fusion Realm brat in the presence of his soldiers. 

That humiliated him and made him lose his authority in front of his troops. 

 


